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Presidents Message

I am sorry we had to postpone the March general meeting.
Everybody is suffering the impact of coronavirus and the
ARA is not exempt. I have checked with Graeme Banks
and Dennis King and this is the first time an ARA meeting
has been postponed or cancelled. At the time, we called off
the meeting because of the risks of infections when people
travel and get together and the fact that many of the ARA
member companies had restricted employee travel. If the
meeting had gone ahead there would not have been many
people in attendance. It wasn’t long after the cancellation
that the federal and state governments followed our lead!
One of the disappointing things about cancelling the
meeting is that we did not give Warren McLean and ARA
auditor Chris Sentance the send-off we had planned.
Warren and Chris both live in Adelaide. We organised
the meeting in Glenelg so that we could acknowledge
the contributions they have made to the ARA and the
rendering industry in general. While we are not giving
Warren and Chris a send-off now, we can all wish them a
happy retirement. When things get back to normal and
we can have a meeting, the plan is to take up the Glenelg
booking and get back to giving Warren and Chris an
appropriate send off.
I don’t have clairvoyance enough to figure out when ARA members can next get together or to know how the
coronavirus pandemic will affect our businesses. But that’s enough about coronavirus. Other things are going
on as well. I am glad that in the immediate term tallow and animal protein meal prices are both firm. The usual
suspects are affecting the prices of rendered products, especially the value of the AUD, and let’s hope the firm
prices hold for a while. I will leave the full explanation of prices to Rendering Circles’ expert commentators.
We may not be able to take full advantage of the firm prices because cattle kills are uncertain, partly because of
the weather. But it is good news that at last we have had some worthwhile rain. Cattle kills and production of
rendered products may be lower but in the longer-term producers should be able to rebuild herds. I hope that the
meat and rendering industries can look forward to a more secure supply base.
If you are over the 2019 symposium you will be pleased to hear that planning for the 2021 event is underway. For
example, we have booked a venue and have even started to approach speakers. The symposium will be held in
Brisbane at the Royal International Convention Centre at the Showgrounds in Fortitude Valley. Accommodation
will be at the new Rydges hotel opposite the showground. It’s early days for the program but we have approached
speakers who we think will give us a good base to build the program around.
It looks like market access issues will be on the backburner while governments deal with other issues. I don’t
imagine that anyone in China has thought about Australia’s HPAI status, or access for poultry meal, in the last
couple of months. Similarly, we are still waiting to hear from Indonesia about the desk audits of the questionnaires
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submitted by Australian renderers. With coronavirus coming on top of African swine fever, I don’t expect to hear
much about access for rendered products soon.
On the positive side we think we are making progress on opening a market in Mexico. The Australian Agricultural
Councillor in Mexico, Dr Kate Makin, is helping to get access and there is a potential customer who is also involved.
The market may not be huge but big or small, we need more markets.
In late news, I am sorry to hear that Tim Juzefowicz and Joe Rossignuolo are both parting company with CSF
Proteins. Joe is going into a sort of retirement running the family farm. Tim is not retiring and says he will be
starting a consulting business. With his knowledge and experience he should have no trouble finding clients.
When I heard Joe and Tim were leaving CSF, I called some of the leaders in the international rendering community
to let them know. All the people I contacted acknowledged the contribution that Tim has made to rendering and
spoke of their respect for Tim.
Back home, I hope to see Tim resume his active role in the ARA. His input and leadership on ARA initiatives
such as benchmarking and foreign objects in rendered products has been outstanding and I look forward to more
of the same.
I guess everybody is feeling the doom and gloom of coronavirus but stay safe! I look forward to meeting up again
with members in the not too distant future.

People and Places
The Department of Agriculture has had another name change. It is now the Department of Agriculture, Water
and the Environment.
Also at the Department, Tim Robertson, who was Director of the Non-prescribed Goods and Organics section
has taken on new responsibilities. Jemma Martin is now Director of the NPG section.
Kunal Kumar, who gave a great talk at the 2018 New Zealand Renderer’s Group symposium when he was with
ReNu Energy, has taken on the job of rendering supervisor at Kilcoy Global Foods. Kunal has been at Kilcoy for
eighteen months and added the rendering plant to his portfolio in September when Glenn Barnett left to join
GTech. Kunal is now Environment, sustainability and Rendering Lead. Kunal attend the ARA workshop in
February to get an update on rendering.
Cameron Russell has joined Peerless Holdings as Commercial Manager – Rendering. Cameron Joined Peerless in
October to replace Harry Lee. Cameron has a background in grain trading and marketing and says he is enjoying
the change to rendering. He attended the ARA workshop at Gatton in February to get a feel for the hygiene and
biosecurity side of rendering.
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Ausmeat News
Chris Sentence, who has been conducting ARA audits since 1994, is going to call it quits in June. Chris is still
doing the ARA audits in South Australia and is training AUS-MEAT auditor Matthew Hatcher. Matthew is based
in South Australia and will take over Chris’ audits.
Helen Trotter of AUS-MEAT has also been certified as an approved ARA auditor. Helen is based in Tasmania
and will take on the ARA audits in Tasmania. She will also do some audits in NSW. Trish Ryder has done
buddy-training audits with Helen in Tasmania. Helen and Mathew both attended the ARA workshop on Hygienic
Rendering in February. Helen and Matthew are experienced in HACCP and quality-systems auditing and have
had specialised training in rendering to become ARA auditors.
The other change in auditing personnel is that ARA auditor and trainer Glen Braddock is moving to Victoria.
Glen will be involved with ARA auditing in Victoria and NSW. Wayne Ambrose and Trish Ryder will continue to
do the QLD and Northern NSW audits.
AUS-MEAT’s ARA Program Manager Trish Ryder reports that there have not been any new rendering accreditations
recently but accreditation of used-cooking oil processors is expanding.
The full list of ARA accredited plants along with export listings is on the AUS-MEAT web site at:
https://www.ausmeat.com.au/links-tools/accreditation-search/
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BETWEEN INPUT AND
OUTPUT

Leverage the industry’s leading Innovation Program. Today, the rendering industry faces a number of new challenges, but also a goldmine of new
technological opportunities. At Haarslev, we have built the industry’s only full-blown Innovation Program to help you run upgraded.
PROCESS
IS year
POTENTIAL
In the last
alone, we have launched four new products and kicked off 20 new projects. There’s plenty more to come, because in our industry,
every single process has potential.
Learn, how we can help you get the most out of your operations at www.haarslev.com
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Hygenic Rendering Workshop
The ARA’s forty-second workshop on hygienic rendering was held at The University of Queensland Gatton campus
in February. The workshop was attended by 24 people and all 24 participants were accredited. This brings the
number of accredited people to 1,065.

Workshop participants at A.J. Bush & Sons (Manufactures) Beaudesert plant.

Reg Evans award winner Ian Patterson.
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The winner of the Reg Evans Award as the outstanding
student at the workshop was Ian Patterson of Thomas
Foods International. Workshop leader Trish Ryder said
that Ian participated well in all activities and helped in
group work. He also did well in the exam. Ian’s award
is registration and travel expenses to attend the New
Zealand Renderer’s Group workshop. Although Ian was
singled out, Trish said that all participants worked hard.
She said that selecting the outstanding student award
was difficult, as usual, and there were several equally
worthy candidates.
One of the participants at the workshop was Jason
Wilson from Alliance NZ. Jason attended as the winner
of the NZ Renderer’s Group award. Here is a message
that Jason sent to Trish Ryder after the workshop:
“I just wanted to say that the ARA workshop was a great
opportunity and a privilege to experience. The course coordinators, Trish and Glen, were pleasant, informative,
helpful and all-round good people that made the
presentations very enjoyable and entertaining. Time spent
at the ARA workshop was well worth it. The workshop
had something for everyone, who attended to take away.
I would recommend the ARA workshop to anyone in any
position within the industry. The insight gained is very
valuable.”
At the 42nd workshop, Trish continued to emphasise
traceability. While traceability was discussed at previous
workshops it is now presented in a dedicated session.
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This reflects the importance of traceability in food and feed chains. It also augments the ARA’s acknowledgement
of traceability and the model standard operating procedures prepared by the ARA.
Feedback sheets at the end of the workshop
confirmed that people enjoyed the training
and got something out of it. Participants said
that they picked up useful information and
ideas to implement back at their workplaces.
Keith
Engineering,
Kemin
Australia,
GrainCorp Oils, Alfa Laval and A.J. Bush & Sons
(Manufactures) all supported the workshop.
Derek Henderson of Keith Engineering gave
his presentation about how to get the best out
of presses and discussed cooking conditions.
Keith Engineering also sponsored the official
dinner.
Rick Carter of Kemin explained how to use
Salmonella inhibitors and anti-oxidants. Rick
also supplied satchels for the delegates. Anne
Watling of GrainCorp returned to give her
presentation about tallow and to demonstrate
how to do a free fatty acid test. Douglas
Vahid Jafari, Neste Australia; Jason Wilson, Alliance
Wood and Isaias Vineroz of Alfa Laval
NZ; and Helen Trotter, ARA auditor.
gave a presentation about the intricacies of
centrifuges and how to get the best efficiency out of tallow separators and decanters.
A.J. Bush and Sons again generously hosted a visit to the Beaudesert plant.

The next workshop on hygienic rendering at The University of Queensland, Gatton
was scheduled for 21 to 26 June. Unfortunately, it had to be cancelled.
The ARA and AUS-MEAT will pick up the training as soon as possible.

PROVEN COMMITMENT TO THE RENDERING INDUSTRY

Sal CURB
brand

®

antimicrobials

BAROX
brand

TM

antioxidants

NATUROX
brand antioxidants

®

TERMOX
brand

TM

antioxidants

Kemin (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.
Tel: 02 9844 5700
www.kemin.com

Fax: 02 9418 2544

Call to obtain a copy of the Rendering Plant
Salmonella Control Program booklet.

© Kemin Industries, Inc. and its group of companies 2020. All rights reserved. ® ™ Trademarks of Kemin Industries, Inc., U.S.A.
Certain statements may not be applicable in all geographic regions. Product labeling and associated claims may differ based upon regulatory requirements.
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Chris Sentance

Chris Sentance has decided to retire and will step down as an ARA auditor at the end of June. Chris reduced his
audit load in 2017 when he stopped auditing in WA but he kept going in SA. Now he is putting ARA audits behind
him altogether.
Chris did one of the first ARA audits in September 1994. His first audit
was at Tatiara Meat Co at Bordertown and the establishment received,
and still has, accreditation number 2. Since then he has done the ARA
audits in WA and SA and in other states as required. He is a certified
lead auditor and has conducted food-safety and quality-management
audits in addition to the ARA program.
But Chris’ professional interests are more than auditing. He has had a
long career in the meat industry and has expertise in many aspects of
meat processing, including rendering. He is from New Zealand and after
graduating in biotechnology at Massey University he worked at Alliance’s
Lorneville and Ocean Beach plants. At Alliance Chris was involved with
the development and production of value-added by-products including
edible tallow, enzyme-treated protein meal and liver meal.
After Alliance, Chris moved to Wodonga NSW to work for pet-food
giant Mars in R&D and production. He went back to New Zealand to
work at Woolworths Meat Centre and then set up and ran a pet-food
manufacturing business in Mt Manganui. He sold his pet-food business
and in 1990 applied for a job with CSIRO Meat Research Laboratory’s
Industry Section. Chris got the job and moved to Perth to provide technical support to the meat industry in WA
and the NT.
In 1993 the CSIRO Industry Section was transferred to the Meat Research Corporation and became Australian
Meat Technology (AMT). Chris became a Regional Manager with AMT based in Perth. In 1995 he transferred
to Adelaide to help with the response to a serious food poisoning out-break related to fermented meat products.
AMT closed in 1998 and the ARA audit program went back to CSIRO’s Food Science Australia. Chris had the
opportunity to re-join CSIRO but decided to set up his own consulting business and started Food Safety Services.
In Food Safety Services he continued to work with CSIRO including on the ARA audit program.
Chris has been involved in most aspects of the meat industry but was particularly well known for his work on food
safety and training. He did project management work for MLA. In particular he worked on projects related to
microbiology and conducted microbial validations of novel processes.
Outside the meat and rendering work Chris has a long-standing interest in restoring vintage motor bikes,
particularly BSAs. He is also involved with the Lions organisation and is president of his local branch.
Chris had been invited to the March meeting of the ARA in Adelaide so that the ARA could acknowledge his
contribution to the rendering industry. Unfortunately, the meeting had to be cancelled but Chris’ career and
contribution to rendering will not go unnoticed. Rendering Circles and all members of the ARA wish Chris and
his wife Margie a happy and fruitful retirement.
RENDERING BY-PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
ACN 619 961 312
P O BOX 23241
DOCKLANDS VICTORIA 8012
Mobile: +61 455 220 320
Website: www.renderingbyproductsaustralia.com.au
Email: mark@renderingbyproductsaust.com.au

•
•
•
•
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Operational/Process Audits
Maintenance Audits
Capital Expenditure Quoting
Spare Part/Equipment Options

®

New Keith Engineering plant for Tongala

Keith rendering plant at H.W. Greenham & Sons, Tongala.
Keith Engineering has installed a new rendering plant at H.W. Greenham & Sons’ Tongala abattoir. Derek
Henderson of Keith Engineering said that the installation, including all approvals and civil works, was completed
within 12 months from initial discussions in December 2019. Keith’s Project Manager, Anthony Boarer added
that getting the project in on time was thanks to the contribution of the Greenham team and consultants. All
involved worked together to get the necessary approvals. This included preparation of environmental impact
studies, council approvals, building works approvals, odour modelling and EPA approvals, all of which can take
years but they were completed without delay.
Greenham Executive Chairman Peter Greenham Snr. said that Keith Engineering delivered exactly what they were
asked to, on budget and on time,
Greenham’s Tongala abattoir has two beef-slaughter floors. The typical kill is about 700 per day which produces
around 100 tonnes of raw material for rendering.
The plant has many new features but Derek Henderson and his team are most pleased with the automation and
control that has been achieved. Instead of the usual balancing act between feed rate and control wheel, temperature
control is achieved by automatic modulation of steam pressure. Derek said that the chart of cooker dischargetemperature is a flat line. This control is achieved with a set discharge-rate via a positive bottom-discharge screw,
automatic feed-rate based on the level in the cooker and automatic steam temperature in the shaft and jacket. The
consistent discharge at a stable temperature has improved pressing and control of moisture in meal.
Although there is a control room, the plant can be run from a factory-installed Wi-Fi IPAD remote-control.
Anthony Boarer can also monitor plant operations in real time at Keith’s Manufacturing site at Erskine Park in
Sydney, or any other remote location, on a mobile phone App. Anthony said that the 900-series cooker is rated to
process 6 tonnes of raw material per hour but the plant is consistently handling 7.5 tonnes per hour.
Continued Page 8
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The straightforward control of the
process meant that the operators,
none of whom had previous
rendering experience, were able
to take over full operation of the
plant within three weeks of the
start of commissioning. The plant
is manned by one operator and
one labourer in two shifts
The plant is based on a new
generation 900-series continuous
cooker with factory-fitted bottom
discharge. There is steam supply
to both the cooker shell and shaft.
The cooker is the first with a
steam-heated jacket to be factoryfitted with bottom discharge.
Raw material collected at the
abattoir passes through a dropthrough metal detector and is sizePlant operator Shannon controls the plant from his IPAD
reduced using a Keith pre-hogger.
It is then pumped 150 metres from
the abattoir collection to a 25-tonne bin at the new rendering site by a 10,000 kg/hr V-RAM pump. After cooking,
crax from the bottom discharge is fed to two 1038 bullnose presses. Tallow is refined over a SWECO tallow screen,
through a Keith 2438 decanter and finished using a GEA polisher
Cake goes to a twin-screw cake bin, Keith Mill and screen. The screened meal goes over a Mag-Ram self-cleaning
grate magnet. The meal is stored in a 60-tonne blending/holding bin.
The meal bin is mounted on load
cells and load-out to bulk trucks
can be controlled accurately and
remotely.
The cake bin is fitted with a
breathable membrane cover and
reverse pulse dust collectors are
fitted to the mill and meal bin.
This gives good ventilation of the
mill and bins while reducing mealroom dust
There is split-system odour control
with point source collection
of high-intensity odours. The
high intensity odours are treated
though a two-cell biofilter. Factory
air is diluted with clean air and
discharged to atmosphere through
high volume roof fans. The fans
achieve 20 air changes per hour in
Twin cell biofilter designed by The Odour Unit
the building.
Peter Greenham Snr. said he selected the latest-model equipment from Keith Engineering because it is robust and
does not wear out. He said it is a simple plant which is easy to operate. The plant has done what it is supposed to
do and the only modification by Greenhams was to install some extra raw-material dewatering.
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Keith Engineering specialises in the design, manufacture and installation of
processing equipment for by-products rendering and abattoir industries, from
process design, single items of equipment to full turn key solutions.

Complete Protein
Recovery Facilities
Including Biofilters

Cooking & Processing
Equipment.

Automated Open Top &
Container Loading Systems

PROUD AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURERS OF BYPRODUCTS RENDERING EQUIPMENT
Keith Engineering (Australia) Pty Ltd
ABN 20 109 344 185
20 Kellet Close, Erskine Park, NSW 2759
PO Box 354, St Clair NSW 2759

T +61 2 9852 1000
F +61 2 9852 1001
Email: admin@keitheng.com.au
Web: www.keitheng.com.au
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Delivering Energy Savings and Process
Improvement to the Rendering and Abattoir
Industry of Australia
Services and Benefits include-

‘To Whom It May Concern ,
We recently undertook a series of energy recovery and process improvement projects with
Spirax Sarco at our Cowra Abattoir and Rendering Plant.
The first phase was to install a FREME Flash Recovery Package to harness and reuse the
excess flash steam from our continuous cooker. This excess energy was used to pre-heat
the boiler feedwater after the pumps as well as heat wash-down water. The results and
savings were excellent reducing our overall gas use by 22%. The ROI was approximately
12 months and we were also able to activate substantial government funding. The second
phase involved installing a new boiler feed tank system, auto blowdown heat recovery and
an upgraded hot water system to supply plant needs. This has made the process water to
plant more reliable as well as delivering additional energy savings. The attached chart
gives some validated visibility of the savings we have experienced.
We are now efficient in our gas usage and steam production and well placed to meet
production and energy challenges in the future.
As a business we would highly recommend Spirax Sarco’s technical expertise , energy
saving packages and process improvement technologies to any steam using production and
processing plant.’

• Energy Savings
• Flash Steam Recovery
• Multiple Uses of Process
Waste Heat
• Steam System Review
• Process Improvement
• Safer ,easy to maintain
plant
• Water Savings
• Chemical savings
• Increased boiler capacity

Meat Meal Market

Meat and bone meal prices have been firm this year due to short supply in January and February and a weak AUD
in March.
There was expected short supply in December and early January due to plant closures and reduced kills over the
holiday period. This was followed by rain in late January and February which kept beef
Continued Page 11
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and sheep kills down with corresponding weak supply of MBM. Also, in February coronavirus was starting to
influence meat demand in China. This pushed down meat prices and put extra pressure on beef kills.
MBM prices were firm going from January to February and February to March due to weak supply and uncertainty
about production as coronavirus started to bite. In the USA meat plants closed due to coronavirus outbreaks and
this further reduced MBM supply in the international market.
In March, the value of the AUD dropped to USD 57 cents compared with 67 cents in February. This had a
substantial impact on the export price of MBM in AUD terms.
China is now back in the market and this is supporting MBM prices, at least for those plants that are registered
to export to China. So, although the AUD has recovered to USD 63 cents, export demand from China and other
destinations coupled with uncertainty about supply are supporting the price of MBM.
In the domestic market feed producers have found MBM too expensive and have adjusted least-cost formulations
back to minimum inclusion of MBM. The in-store price of soy meal reached $815 per tonne in March but major
feed producers were covered by long-term supply contracts and the high price of soy did not boost domestic
demand for MBM.
In the first couple of weeks of April there has been an increase in demand for processed animal protein in pet food.
Australian pet food producers have ramped up production in response to panic buying in supermarkets. This
demand is mainly for poultry meal.
Bloodmeal prices are firm due to the weaker AUD and short supply in January and February. Last year there was
a surplus of blood meal and it was being sold into low-value markets. The weak supply in January and February
meant that exporters could return to more premium markets.
Future pricing is uncertain because world-wide demand for meat and the margins for meat production are
being affected by coronavirus lock downs and economic tribulations. If margins go negative, meat production
in Australia will slow down. This will reduce MBM supply and probably support prices but at the cost of weak
production.
MBM market advice courtesy of George Schinard, Wilmar Gavilon.
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Specialised bulk liquid logistics solutions

TNL International specialise
in the safe transportation
of industrial and food-grade
ISO Tanks, maintained with the
highest industry standards of
cleanliness and sterilisation.
Through an extensive network of offices and agents,
TNL International are able to provide ISO Tank transportation
within Australia or international door-to-door services.
We utilise depots that are strategically located throughout
Australia providing national coverage and a full range of
ISO Tank services.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Email: sales@tnlintl.com.au
Tel: +61 3 8347 6100

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
SPECIALISTS

tnlintl.com

Tallow Market
At the end of the last Rendering Circles tallow report it was said: “Looking ahead: well hopefully it will rain at
some point, the bushfires put out and we can return to increased broader stability and sustainability for Australian
agriculture.” Thankfully, it seems that we got to the top of that mountain and have seen the other side …… another
bloody mountain in the form of COVID-19.
At the time of writing, the tallow market has held up well in Aussie dollar terms. Due to usual trading and
shipment patterns around Lunar New Year, tallow consignments to China were not greatly affected by the lateJanuary – February developments of the virus in China. There appeared to be no distressed cargoes and while
there were delays in ports and some voyage diversions, all cargoes seemed to get to their destination eventually.
Whilst trading to China was virtually non-existent during February, activity picked-up in March as factories,
offices and banks started re-opening.
During this time, and thus far in 2020, biofuel and other demand for tallow has remained relatively constant and
has provided part of the backbone for tallow prices. The other key factor being the decline in the Aussie dollar.
In 2020, the Aussie dollar has done its job in times of international economic calamity and has been a shock
absorber for our export-focussed industry. The AUD/USD started the year around 0.7000 cents and has generally
been under downward pressure, with the pressure exacerbated by the financial market fallout from COVID-19.
The range in the AUD/USD in 2020 has been 0.7029 – 0.5509.
The accompanying chart of prices in USD terms illustrates that tallow has been dragged lower with the broadbased weakness in commodities that has been seen in 2020.
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However, the chart of tallow prices in Aussie dollar terms illustrates that prices have remained relatively flat and
elevated during 2020 due to the shock absorber effect of the Aussie dollar.
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Fats and oils markets started the year with positive momentum following the re-instatement of the blenders taxcredit in the USA and expanding biofuel mandates in other nations. The events of the first quarter of 2020 have
taken out the positive momentum. The impact of COVID-19 has, temporarily at least, shifted focus from the crude
oil price collapse that commenced on 8 March 2020 when there was a breakdown in OPEC supply-side solidarity.
In rough numbers, crude oil dropped 25% on 8 March. With the worsening development of COVID-19 and the
resultant demand destruction it has dropped another 42%.
So, what does all this mean? Biofuel production and biofuel prices around the world have fallen due to the doublebarrel effect of supply arguments and reduced demand on crude oil. In addition, the rollouts of expanded biofuel
mandates in Indonesia and Malaysia are being postponed and an increased number of renewable fuel standard
waivers are being sought in the USA. As is illustrated above, Australian tallow prices in USD terms have not been
immune to the problems.
The supply side is tempering the demand-side factors. Rolling shutdowns in various countries are disrupting the
production of many fats and oils and negating part of the demand shock. Malaysian palm oil prices in particular
are currently torn between lacklustre demand versus disrupted production. As for Australian tallow production,
it is widely expected to fall during 2020 due to relief from drought and the prospect of herd rebuilding.
The Rendering Circles tallow report has a long history of being fearless in NOT making predictions and yet it all
appears so clear: demand-side disruption and supply-side disruption. These terms sound like some sort of catch
phrase but are being used in a different context for the purposes of Rendering Circles. Tallow prices recently have
been near all-time historical highs in AUD terms, albeit with a much weaker AUD/USD. Nope, probably best to
stick with a consistent approach now and not say any more. However, as Churchill said: Success is not final, failure
in not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.
Tallow market commentary was prepared by Damian Evans, Colyer Fehr.

Waste Heat Evaporators
that don’t stop, break or block.
Waste Heat Evaporators are best known
for their energy efficiency.
Rendertech Evaporators offer even more —
they do not stop, break or block, they don’t need to
be emptied or cleaned between processing days
and they run unattended. You save operator and
maintenance costs, get a high-quality product
with virtually zero waste.
Enquire with us to discuss
a solution for your plant.
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